FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Yuma Consortium Offers Edupoint™ Solution to Area School Districts
The Regional Technology Consortium Will Implement and Host Edupoint’s GENESIS™
SIS Solution Suite as a Shared Software Service to Member School Districts
MESA, ARIZONA – (February 25, 2011) – Another regional technology consortium for
public schools has selected Edupoint Educational Systems, a student information
system (SIS) solutions provider to the national K-12 market, to implement its GENESIS
SIS solution for use by its member school districts. Yuma Education Technology
Consortium (YETC), serves school districts in the region surrounding Yuma, Arizona,
and will offer the comprehensive GENESIS solution suite, including the TeacherVue™,
ParentVue™and StudentVue™, to members as a shared software service.

The YETC has an aggressive timeline to go live by July 2011 as their previous solution,
eSIS©, has been acquired by another vendor. Edupoint has stepped forward with an
expedited implementation plan that will allow YETC to launch GENESIS over the
summer.

Edupoint’s experience was a critical factor in its selection according to Robin Krizay,
Operations Manager at the YETC. “Our Consortium districts wanted to expedite the
process of choosing a new SIS after receiving the eSIS end-of-life notice. Edupoint and
GENESIS were chosen because they are a proven solution for Arizona’s compliance
reporting requirements with numerous customers in the state. The solution is as robust
as any we evaluated and allows us to provide each of our customers with a unique
system that meets their specific needs.”

“It’s been exciting to see our success with technology consortiums. The flexible, yet
powerful, GENESIS solution suite is a strong value proposition for consortiums trying to
satisfy and support diverse requirements,” said Richard Lessard, Edupoint’s Vice
President of Sales, as he announced the agreement. “Yuma’s selection of Edupoint in
a competitive bid of national providers confirms the strength of our solution for eSIS

customers. We recognize that eSIS districts want the best solution on the market and
won’t settle for less. Together with our other consortium partners we welcome the
Yuma ETC to the Edupoint family.”

Yuma ETC joins other consortiums serving areas in Minnesota, California and Arizona
that have selected GENESIS in the last few years. Edupoint has begun implementation
work with the Yuma ETC and expects to be completed in July of 2011.

About Edupoint Educational Systems
For thirty years, the leadership of Edupoint Educational Systems, LLC, has set the
standard for K-12 student information management systems. Their innovative solutions
have been used by thousands of schools to manage millions of students. Today, the
company empowers a new era of self-sufficient school districts with solutions built on
Revelation Technology™, its extensible, scalable, rapid application development
platform. Those solutions include GENESIS™, an enterprise-level student information
system, and GENESEA™, a comprehensive special education management system.
To learn more about Edupoint, visit www.Edupoint.com.
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